other. Wilt is a stilt. Brazil is a helpless
giant. A face is a landscape. A handshake
is a bridge. A quarterback is a general.
A general is a quarterback. A car is a
cougar.
According to Lakoff, we use metaphors because we generally think by
comparison. Nothing in our experience
is self-defining. Everything is at least
partially defined in terms of something
else. Time to some is money. That's a
metaphor frequently reflected in our
language: You're wasting my time. How
did you spend your time today? He's living on borrowed time. You need to
budget your time. Did you use your time
profitably?
Lakoff has already discovered hundreds of these "structural" metaphors
in everyday speech. Listen: "Look how
far we've come" (Love is a journey);
"The wheels are turning now" (The
mind is a machine); "Time flies" (Time
is a moving object); "I can't take my
eyes off her" (Seeing is touching); " Onward Christian soldiers!" (Religion is
war); "I think I'm going to score
tonight" (Lust is a game); "I can't
digest that notion" (Ideas are food);
"My life is empty right now" (Life is a
container).
Not every metaphor is universal.
Some are culture specific. Our culture
sees inflation as an enemy. But in
Uruguay they see it as a disease. Time
may be money to us, but to Pueblo Indians, it doesn' t make sense to budget
time, because for them, whatever else
time is, it isn't money.
George Lakoff said that the fewer
metaphors there are for something, the
harder it is to think about it. For instance, Samoans have no concept of
grief, and no metaphors about it. As a
result, many Samoans who feel grief
commit suicide, because they can't think
about it. It's a major problem there.
Thinking about peace isn't easy, either, I've noticed. In fact, when war
metaphors are discussed, someone invariably asks, "But what's a peace
metaphor?''
I asked Lakoff the same question. He
said he didn't know. He said he thought
peace could be a family, in which each
person was given equal care and protection. But that metaphor is not in current
usage.
·
I am writing this on the first day of
1991, under a dire cloud of real war .
And I'm asking, what is it about peace
that keeps its inspiration from enduring?
□
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Dear Helpful Hannah. • •

by Sydney Chambers and Carolynne Myall

Dear Helpful Hannah,
I have been attending Quaker meeting for worship for the last year,
ever since I left home to enter college. But I still don't understand
how to know when to speak in meeting. What should I do?
Uncertainly Silent
Dear Silent,
Over the years, Friends have developed guidelines for "bringing
a message" which thee may find in Faith and Practice, etc. etc. But
Quaker classics present these guidelines in a format which may be difficult for the visual young people of the Computer Age. I hope this
flow chart, Speaking Into the Silence, will help.

Enter meeting for worship

Center and wait

Message input from within

•
Return
to
center

Message intended for
anyone but thee?

YES
NO

•

Message intended for anyone
but thee this minute

YU
Message intended for anyone but the
last (possibly confused) speaker?

YES

•
Return
to
center

Others likely to mistake message
for political announcement?

YU

Others likely to mistake message for
lecture (academic or parental)?

YES

•
•

Return
to
center

Message truly "thee"?

YES
NO

•

Message also "not-thee"?

YES
Must thee speak?

YES

SPEAK

"Speaking into the
Silence" appeared in
Friendly Woman,
Vol. 9, No. 8.
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